CASE STUDY

Cleaning Plant – Dairy Products

A major dairy products producer commissioned Magma Combustion Engineering to install a new heated stainless steel cleaning system as part of upgrades and modernisation of the whole plant. With quality, safety and hygiene standards being of paramount importance in the food industry meant that Magma Combustion Engineering designed the whole system in stainless steel with the very latest control technology and in accordance with EN 746-2.

AIM

To provide a user friendly cleaning system offering energy efficiency in a modern upgraded plant whilst meeting the most stringent food industry standards.

SCOPE OF THE WORK

Magma Combustion Engineering supplied, installed and commissioned 4 off complete thermal systems. The 6m high and 2.5m diameter fluidised tank that was free issued by the customer had to incorporate two thermal process systems at the bottom of each cylindrical tank to give maximum efficiency of heat transfer. Reliability of each 440kW system firing into a stainless steel tube system is a prerequisite as the plant is run continuously. Fluid temperatures of 100°C have to be carefully maintained to ensure a smooth continuously operating process flow. Temperature control is achieved using a high fire/low fire system.

BENEFITS

• Ease of maintenance
• Efficiency improvements over pre-existing systems
• Reduced carbon footprint
• Modernised plant

CONTACT US

Want to know more about how Magma can help you?

• magmacombustion.com / info@magmacombustion.com
• 01709 521144 / Magma House, Rotherham, S60 1SG
For all your thermal process requirements.

PHOTOS

A selection of photos from this case study.

Fig. 1  Gas supply, controls and pipework.

Fig. 2  Gas supply, controls and pipework.
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